
Now the kids are back at school and you’re no longer worrying about 

the safety of your own home you can start focusing on what you're  

doing in September 

We are happy to announce that we will be exhibiting 
at the PPMA Show in September 2015.  The PPMA 
show is the UK’s premier processing and packaging 
machinery  exhibition. Companies that fall into the  
following  categories will be exhibiting, Manufacturers 
and distributors of packaging & processing machinery, 
FMCG processing equipment, printing & labelling,   
industrial plant, supply chain providers, industrial    
robotics, industrial vision, together with ancillary & 
support services, trade associations and media owners 
serving the sector.  

We now have the full Transtecno range available for 
assembly in our works in Leicestershire. 
The New Iron range was launched at the recent    
Hanover Messe fair in April, and key worldwide      
distributors, including Drummotors and More in the 
UK, have started stocking the product. 
 
Transtecno have brought a new product to the      

market that stands out well against the existing     

options. Experience, technology and innovation, has 

allowed Transtecno to achieve excellent technical 

performance with the best quality and price balance. 

Transtecno managed to achieve all of this using the 
modular design concept that has consistently         
characterized the Transtecno product range. In this 
way, they can encourage the opening of many          
assembly centres (Transtecno MASTERs) at             
sustainable investment costs.  
 
Drummotors and More will be offering the Full 
Transtecno range from September 2015 and will have 
the IRON range on display it at the PPMA Show. 

The IRON range consists of the helical ITH, bevel       
helical ITB and the parallel shaft -mounted ITS         
gearboxes. This range is made of very strong cast iron 
and covers torques up to 3500 Nm. IRON gearboxes 
are ideal for application contexts that require top    
performance, whereby it is necessary to ensure 
smooth operation under any condition.  



Ever wondered what the More is in Drummotors and More Ltd?               

Well here is a refresher of the products we supply 

We are the UK distributor of Watt Drive gear motors . 

The Austrian gearbox Manufacturer Watt Drive have 
been manufacturing a complete range of industrial 
gear motors for over 40 years. Their product range   
include Helical Worm, Helical Bevel, Helical in line and 
Parallel shaft. Their gearboxes are designed to take a 
dedicated motor or be fitted with IEC input flanges up 
to 90 kW with a 280 frame size. They have a maximum 
output torque of 35,000Nm . 

All Watt Drive gear motors will be fitted as standard 
with the watt drive EUSAS multi voltage terminal box 
system allowing for use worldwide European, USA and 
Asia. 

At Drummotors and More we hold a large stock of 
Watt Drive assembly parts and can build gear motors 
on an emergency basis for same day or next day      
despatch. Our assembly stock holding is based on    
historical  supply and we manage our stock to       
maintain the ability to quickly replace previously     
supplied items on A UK build basis. In the event that 
we cannot supply ex-stock in an emergency we can 
arrange 48 hour   delivery direct from Watt Drive in 
Austria. 

 

We are the UK distributor of Transtecno Gearboxes. 

Transtecno is a gearbox manufacturer based in the 
heart of the Italian Gearbox region. Much of     
Transtecno’s production and product development is 
carried out at their Bologna Headquarters, with the 
majority of production being carried out in the 
Transtecno owned and managed factory in China. The 
Transtecno product line is complete offering          
gearboxes in all popular configurations in aluminium 
and cast iron up to 3500 Nm. For increased output 
torque see our Watt Drive range up to 35,000 Nm. 

Aluminium, The new Iron range and DC gearmotors  
are common kits, however Transtecno offer gearboxes 
for more specific fields with their Fire, Pig & Poultry, 
car-wash and solar tecno ranges. We are able to offer 
a high level of product interchangeability with all the 
common manufacturers and have an ideal product line 
for both the aftermarket and OEM machine and plant 
builders. 

We are the UK distributor of Danrol drum motors. 

Danrol is a Danish company that has been               
manufacturing a range of quality but light duty        
motorised conveyor drum motors for the last 30 years. 
Although established by the present managing         
directors, Danrol have more recently become part of 
Italian conveyor roller and high output Drum motor 
Manufacturer, The Rulmeca Group. 

The Product range consists of 84, 113, and 135         
diameter motorised conveyor drum motors with a 
maximum motor power of 0.75Kw and minimum     
linear speed of 0.027 m/s. The speed power           
combination is determined by drum diameter and  
motor gearbox combination. 

The product is widely used in many conveyor drive  
applications such as supermarket checkouts, security 
scanning, airport check in conveyors and other hugely 
diverse handling applications. 

We at Drummotors and More can assemble the     
complete product range from assembly parts held in 
the UK or can supply a factory built product for larger 
quantities or certain special builds. 

 

We are the UK distributor  of  Himmel technologies 
LAT Drum Motors . 

In the event that a larger and more powerful Drum 
motor is required, The Himmel Technologies LAT drum 
motor can offer Drum motors in diameter of upto 
630mm and power up to 22Kw. 

These drums are very versatile and extremely tough 
and ideally suited to arduous applications such as 
quarrying and waste recycling as well as specialist   
applications in vehicle manufacture, airport handling 
and specialist production lines. 

As well as Drum motors from LAT, the Himmel       
technologies product range encompasses motor   
gearbox units previously manufactured under the 
Flender Himmel brand and available through Drum 
motors and More. 


